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Features
Smart money management
Non-custodial
We do not store your keys. You have full control over your funds and on the associated private keys.

Standards supported
Keys management according to BIP-39, BIP-32 Bitcoin standards.

Cross-Platform Desktop
Ergo Wallet are supported on Windows, MacOS and Linux operating systems. A desktop wallet is an application that is installed directly on your computer.

Multi-asset wallet
Supports native tokens on Ergo Platform.

Payments
Send money to friends and family with ease.

Deterministic wallet
All keys are derived from a single seed. Easy backup and import whole tree of keys.

Unlimited accounting
Manage any number of wallets with our hierarchical deterministic (HD) wallet implementation. Have more control over how your funds are organized. Use our powerful back-up and restoration features to recover your funds if necessary.

Open source
Ergo Wallet is built on open-source technology, providing transparency and security for your digital assets. You can verify the integrity of our wallet, contribute to its development, and rest assured that your crypto holdings are in safe hands
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What is Ergo
Ergo is a Resilient Platform for Contractual Money. It is designed to be a platform for applications with the main focus to provide an efficient, secure and easy way to implement financial contracts.
Ergo Platform includes various technical and economic improvements to existing blockchain solutions. Every coin in Ergo is protected by a program in ErgoScript, which is a powerful and protocol friendly scripting language based on Σ-protocols. It specifies conditions under which a coin can be used: who can spend them, when, under what external conditions, to whom, and so on.
To be useful in the long-term, Ergo is strictly following a long‐term survivability approach — it uses widely-researched solutions that are not going to result in security issues in the future, while also preventing performance degradation over time with a new economic model.
Finally, Ergo is a self‐amendable protocol, that allows it to absorb new ideas and improve itself in the future. The focuses on long‐term survivability and self‐amendability are what give Ergo its resiliency.
Learn more about Ergo -ergoplatform.org
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